SIX NATIONS CANNABIS CONTROL COMMISSION ANNOUNCED

The Six Nations Elected Council (SNEC) is pleased to announce the establishment of the Six Nations Cannabis Control Commission.

The arms-length commission will administer the law in the best interest of the people of Six Nations, in accordance with the highest principles of health, safety, security, honesty and integrity.

A committee was established, made up of Six Nations members and a Haudenosaunee industry expert, to oversee the selection process and recommend commission members to SNEC.

The inaugural Six Nations Cannabis Control Commission members are:

- Cole Squire
- Audrey Hill
- Nahnda Garlow
- Nick Wyman
- Derek Miller

Thank you to all applicants for your interest in the development of this emerging industry in Six Nations. A special thank you to the selected commission members for dedicating your time ensuring that the Six Nations cannabis industry grows in a balanced and healthy way. More information will become available as the Commission begins their work in establishing the administrative and logistical functions of the Six Nations Cannabis Control Commission.
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